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Abstract
The study of operators plays a vital role in mathematics. To define an operator using
the convolution theory, and then study its properties, is one of the hot areas of current
ongoing research in the geometric function theory and its related fields. In this
survey-type article, we discuss historic development and exploit the strengths and
properties of some differential and integral convolution operators introduced and
studied in the geometric function theory. It is hoped that this article will be beneficial
for the graduate students and researchers who intend to start work in this field.
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1 Introduction
Let A denote the class of functions of the form

f (z) = z +
∞∑
n=

anzn, (.)

which are analytic in the open unit disc E = {z : |z| < }, centered at origin and normalized
by the conditions f () =  and f ′() = . Also, let S ⊂ A be the class of functions which are
univalent in E. The convolution or Hadamard product of two functions f , g ∈ A is denoted
by f ∗ g and is defined as

(f ∗ g)(z) = z +
∞∑
n=

anbnzn, (.)

where f (z) is given by (.), and g(z) = z +
∑∞

n= bnzn. Note that the convolution of two
functions is again analytic in E, i.e., (f ∗ g)(z) ∈ A.
For the complex parameters a, b and c with c �= ,–,–,–, . . . , the Gauss hypergeo-

metric function F(a,b, c; z) is defined as

F(a,b, c; z) =
∞∑
n=

(a)n(b)n
(c)nn!

zn

=  +
∞∑
n=

(a)n–(b)n–
(c)n–(n – )!

zn–, (.)
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where  and  in the subscript of F merely signify the number of parameters in the numera-
tor and the denominator of the coefficient of zn respectively. Also, (α)n is the Pochhammer
symbol (or the shifted factorial) defined as

(α)n =

⎧⎨
⎩
, if n = ,

α(α + )(α + ) · · · (α + n – ), if n �= .
(.)

The Pochhammer symbol is related to the factorial and the gamma functions by the rela-
tion

(α)n =
�(α + n)

�(α)
.

By S∗, C and K , we mean the subclasses of S consisting of starlike, with respect to the
origin, convex and close-to-convex univalent functions in E respectively.
These classes of S∗ and C are related to each other by the Alexander relation [, ]. Later

Libera [] introduced an integral operator and showed that these two classes are closed
under this operator. Bernardi [] gave a generalized operator and studied its properties.
Ruscheweyh [], Noor andNoor [, ], Noor [] andmany others, for example, [–], de-
fined new operators and studied various classes of analytic and univalent functions gen-
eralizing a number of previously known classes and at times discovering new classes of
analytic functions.

2 Convolution operators
The study of operators plays an important role in the geometric function theory. Many
differential and integral operators can be written in terms of convolution of certain ana-
lytic functions. It is observed that this formalism brings an ease in further mathematical
exploration and also helps to understand the geometric properties of such operators bet-
ter.
The importance of convolution in the theory of operators may be understood by the

following set of examples given by Barnard and Kellogg [].
Let f ∈ A and �i : A→ A for each i ∈ {, , , } be the linear operators defined as

�f (z) = zf ′(z) (Alexander differential []),

�f (z) =
(zf (z))′


=
f (z) + zf ′(z)


(Livingston []),

�f (z) =
∫ z



f (ζ )
ζ

dζ (Alexander integral [, ]),

�f (z) =

z

∫ z


f (ζ )dζ (Libera []).

Note that the first two of the above operators are differential and others are integral in
nature. Now, each of these operators can be written as a convolution operator as follows:

�if (z) = (hi ∗ f )(z), i ∈ {, , , },

http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2012/1/213
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where

h(z) = z +
∞∑
n=

nzn =
z

( – z)
, h(z) = z +

∞∑
n=

n + 


zn =
z – z


( – z)

,

h(z) = z +
∞∑
n=


n
zn = – log( – z), h(z) = z +

∞∑
n=


n + 

zn =
–[z + log( – z)]

z
.

This shows how differential and integral operators may be written in terms of convolu-
tion of functions. Also, note that once we put these operators into convolution formalism,
it becomes easy to conclude that the Alexander differential operator is the inverse of the
Alexander integral operator, whereas the Livingston operator is the inverse of the Lib-
era operator. For further discussion on the importance of the convolution operation, we
recommend the reader to go through the classical work of Ruscheweyh [].
Now, we give a brief survey of some convolution operators studied in the geometric

function theory in chronological order and mention some related works.

2.1 The generalized Bernardi operator (1969)
Consider the operator Jη : A→ A given by

Jηf (z) =
 + η

zη

∫ z


tη–f (t)dt, Re(η) > –. (.)

Note that the Alexander integral and Libera operators are special cases of Jη for η =  and
η =  respectively. Now, Jηf (z) can equivalently be put into a convolution formalism as

Jηf (z) = z F(,  + η,  + η; z) ∗ f (z), (.)

where F(,  + η,  + η; z) is the Gaussian hypergeometric function given by (.). The
operator Jη was introduced by Bernardi []. In [], it was also shown that the classes S∗

and C are closed under this operator, i.e., the generalized Bernardi operator maps the
classes of S∗ and C onto the classes of S∗ and C respectively. Some of other works on the
Bernardi operator include [] and [] and references therein.

2.2 Ruscheweyh derivative operator (1975)
Using the technique of convolution, Ruscheweyh [] defined the operator Dλ on the class
of analytic functions A as

Dλf (z) =
z

( – z)λ+
∗ f (z), λ ∈R,λ > –. (.)

For λ =m ∈N =N∪ {}, we obtain

Dmf (z) =
z(zm–f (z))(m)

m!
. (.)

The expression Dmf (z) is called an mth-order Ruscheweyh derivative of f (z). Note that
Df (z) = f (z) which is identity operator, andDf (z) = zf ′(z) = �, theAlexander differential

http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2012/1/213
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operator. It can also be shown that this operator is hypergeometric in nature as

Dλf (z) = z F(λ + , , ; z) ∗ f (z). (.)

The following identity is easily established for the operator Dλ:

z
(
Dλf

)′ = (λ + )Dλ+f – λDλf .

Many authors, see, for example, [–], have used the Ruscheweyh operator to define and
investigate the properties of certain known and new classes of analytic functions.

2.3 Carlson-Shaffer operator (1984)
Carlson and Shaffer [] used the Hadamard product to define a linear operator L(a, c) :
A→ A by

L(a, c)f (z) = ϕ(a, c; z) ∗ f (z), (.)

where

ϕ(a, c; z) =
∞∑
n=

(a)n
(c)n

zn+ = z +
∞∑
n=

(a)n–
(c)n–

zn, c �= ,–,–, . . .

= z +
∞∑
n=

�(c)�(a + n – )
�(a)�(c + n – )

zn, (.)

is the incomplete beta function with ϕ(a, c; z) ∈ A. Using (.) and (.), we can establish
a relation between hypergeometric and incomplete beta functions as

ϕ(a, c; z) = z F(a, , c; z), (.)

and hence

L(a, c)f (z) = z F(a, , c; z) ∗ f (z). (.)

The Carlson-Shaffer operator maps A onto itself with L(a,a) as the identity if a �=
,–,–, . . . and L(c,a) for a �= ,–,–, . . . as the continuous inverse of L(a, c), provided
c �= ,–,–, . . . . Moreover, it is known that

z
[
L(a, c)f (z)

]′ = aL(a + , c)f (z) – (a – )L(a, c)f (z), c �= ,–,–, . . . .

If we take a = λ + , c = , then L(λ + , )f (z) = Dλf (z) which is the Ruscheweyh operator.
Therefore, the Carlson-Shaffer operator generalizes the Ruscheweyh derivative operator
defined in (.). Similarly, we observe that L(, )f (z) = � and L(, )f (z) = �.
Recently, Shanmugam et al. [] derived some sandwich theorems of certain subclasses

of analytic functions associated with the Carlson-Shaffer operator.
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2.4 Hohlov linear operator (1984)
By using the Gaussian hypergeometric function given by (.), Hohlov [, ] introduced
a generalized convolution operator Ha,b,c as

Ha,b,cf (z) = z F(a,b, c; z) ∗ f (z), (.)

and discussed some interesting geometrical properties exhibited by this operator. The
three-parameter family of operators Ha,b,c contains as special cases most of the known
linear integral or differential operators. In particular, if b =  in (.), then Ha,,c reduces
to the operator defined in (.), implying the Carlson-Shaffer operator a special case of
the Hohlov operator. Similarly, it is straightforward to show that the Hohlov operator is
also a generalization of Ruscheweyh and Bernardi operators.
It was shown in [] that the linear hypergeometric operator H,b,c+ε maps the class S to

itself for any positive ε if b > , c > c(b) + b+ , where c(b) is the greatest positive root of
the equation

y – by –
(
b + b + 

)
y –

(
b + b – b

)
= .

Similarly, an interesting result describing the conditions when the Hohlov linear opera-
tor Ha,b,c maps the class of convex functions C to that of univalent functions S was also
reported in []. Recent findings of Mishra et al. [], where they study class-mapping
properties of the Hohlov operator, are worth mentioning.

2.5 Owa-Srivastava fractional differential operator (1987)
The fractional derivative of order α in the sense of Riemann-Liouville is defined as

Dα
z f (z) =


�( – α)

d
dz

∫ z



f (ξ )
(z – ξ )α

dξ ,  ≤ α < , (.)

with D
z f (z) = f (z). We also assume log(z – ξ ) ∈ R, i.e., z – ξ > , to remove multiplicity of

(z – ξ )–α in the above integral. Fractional derivatives of higher order are defined by

Dβ+α
z f (z) =

dβ

dzβ
Dα

z f (z), β ∈N.

Using fractional derivative, Owa and Srivastava [] introduced the operator �α : A→ A,
for α ≥  by

�αf (z) = �( – α)zαDα
z f (z), α �= , , , . . . ,

which, upon using the infinite series form of f (z) in (.), becomes

�αf (z) = z +
∞∑
m=

�(m + )�( – α)
�(m +  – α)

amzm

= ϕ(,  – α; z) ∗ f (z). (.)
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Using (.) in (.), we have

�αf (z) = z F(, ,  – α; z) ∗ f (z), α �= , , , . . . , (.)

where ϕ(,  – α; z) is the incomplete beta function given by (.), and � denotes the
gamma function. Note that � = f (z), the identity operator, and � = zf ′(z) = �, the
Alexander differential operator. See [, ] for a comprehensive discussion on this op-
erator.

2.6 Noor integral operator (1999)
Analogous to Ruscheweyh derivative operator, Noor and Noor [] and Noor [] defined
an operator as follows.
Let fn(z) = z

(–z)n+ and f (–)n (z) be defined as

fn(z) ∗ f (–)n (z) =
z

( – z)
,

then

Inf (z) = f (–)n (z) ∗ f (z). (.)

It is straightforward to show that If (z) = zf ′(z) and If (z) = f (z) are the Alexander differ-
ential operator and identity operator respectively. Thus the Noor operator is a general-
ization of the Alexander operator � defined in the beginning of this section. Comparing
the results obtained for I and I with those of D and D of the Ruscheweyh derivative
operator, we note that If (z) = Df (z) and If (z) = Df (z). This reverse relation between
the two operators provides us with a reason to call the Noor operator an integral operator.
The operator In is called the nth-order Noor integral operator. The Noor integral operator
in terms of convolution of a hypergeometric function may be given as

Inf (z) = z F(, ,n + ; z) ∗ f (z). (.)

Using (.), we have the following recursive relation for the Noor integral operator:

z(In+f )′ = (n + )Inf – nIn+f .

The study of the Noor integral operator and its related classes of analytic functions is still
a topic of interest for many researchers, cf. [, ].

2.7 Dziok-Srivastava operator (1999)
The generalized hypergeometric function is merely an extension of the hypergeometric
function (.) and is defined as

qFs(α, . . . ,αq;β, . . . ,βs; z) =
∞∑
n=

(α)n · · · (αq)n
(β)n · · · (βs)nn!

zn,

where q, s ∈ N with q ≤ s +  and βi �= ,–,–, . . . , for i = , , , . . . , s. We again note that
z qFs(α, . . . ,αq;β, . . . ,βs; z) ∈ A. Using the generalized hypergeometric function, Dziok

http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2012/1/213
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and Srivastava [–] defined a convolution operator qHs(α, . . . ,αq;β, . . . ,βs) : A → A
as

qHs(α, . . . ,αq;β, . . . ,βs)f (z) = z qFs(α, . . . ,αq;β, . . . ,βs; z) ∗ f (z), (.)

where q ≤ s +  and q, s ∈N.
The following identities for the Dziok-Srivastava operator can easily be proved:

z
[
qHs(α, . . . ,αq;β, . . . ,βs)f (z)

]′

= α qHs(α + , . . . ,αq;β, . . . ,βs)f (z) – (α – ) qHs(α, . . . ,αq;β, . . . ,βs)f (z)

= α qHs(α,α + , . . . ,αq;β, . . . ,βs)f (z) – (α – ) qHs(α, . . . ,αq;β, . . . ,βs)f (z)

...

= αq qHs(α, . . . ,αq + ;β, . . . ,βs)f (z) – (αq – ) qHs(α, . . . ,αq;β, . . . ,βs)f (z).

For special values of parameters α’s, β ’s, q and s, we obtain the operators of the generalized
Bernardi, Ruscheweyh, Carlson-Shaffer, Hohlov, Owa-Srivastava, Noor and, as we shall
see, of Choi-Saigo-Srivastava.
In [] and [], the authors have used this operator to produce subordination and su-

perordination results.

2.8 Choi-Saigo-Srivastava operator (2002)
A natural generalization of the Noor integral operator is the operator Iλ,μ constructed in
the following way:

Iλ,μf (z) = (fλ,μ ∗ f )(z), λ > –,μ > ; (.)

where

z
( – z)λ+

∗ fλ,μ(z) =
z

( – z)μ
.

The operator Iλ,μ was introduced and discussed by Choi, Saigo and Srivastava in []. In
terms of a hypergeometric function, we can write it as

Iλ,μf (z) = z F(μ, ,λ + ; z) ∗ f (z). (.)

It is obvious that for μ =  this operator reduces to the Noor integral operator defined in
(.), whereas forμ =  and λ = –α, we get the Owa-Srivastava operator given by (.).
Also note that I,f (z) = zf ′(z) and I,f (z) = f (z), and that is why this operator is termed as
integral in literature. Using (.), the following identities can easily be verified:

z
[
Iλ+,μf (z)

]′ = (λ + )Iλ,μf (z) – λIλ+,μf (z),

z
[
Iλ,μf (z)

]′ = μIλ,μ+f (z) – (μ – )Iλ,μf (z).

In [] and [], the authors have discussed some interesting properties of analytic func-
tions associated with the Choi-Saigo-Srivastava operator.

http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2012/1/213
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2.9 Srivastava-Attiya operator (2007)
The generalized Hurwitz-Lerch zeta function φ(μ,b; z) is defined by

φ(μ,b; z) =
∞∑
n=

zn

(n + b)μ

= b–μ +
z

( + b)μ
+

∞∑
n=

zn

(n + b)μ
, (.)

where b ∈C with b �= ,–,–,–, . . . , μ ∈ C, Re(μ) >  and |z| < .
Srivastava and Attiya [] introduced a family of linear operators Jμ,b : A → A by the

Hadamard product of the Hurwitz-Lerch zeta function with an analytic function as

Jμ,bf (z) =Gμ,b ∗ f (z), (.)

where b ∈C with b �= ,–,–,–, . . . , μ ∈ C, z ∈ E and Gμ,b ∈ A given by

Gμ,b = ( + b)μ
[
φ(μ,b; z) – b–μ

]

= z +
∞∑
n=

(
 + b
n + b

)μ

zn. (.)

Note that J,b and J–μ,b give the identity and inverse operators of Jμ,b respectively. The
following recursive relation can easily be obtained using (.) and (.):

z
[
Jμ,bf (z)

]′ = ( + b)Jμ–,bf (z) – bJμ,bf (z).

This operator contains many known operators as its special cases for different values of μ
and b; see [] for a complete list of such operators. This paper by Srivastava and Attiya
discusses some interesting subordination results for this operator as well. Whereas []
discusses its applications on strongly starlike and convex functions.

2.10 The multiplier fractional differential operator (2008)
Al-Oboudi and Al-Amoudi [] extended the Owa-Srivastava fractional differential oper-
ator [] and proposed a multiplier fractional differential operator.
Themultiplier fractional differential operatorDn,α

λ for λ ≥ , n ∈N and α ≥  is defined
as follows:

D,α
λ f (z) = f (z);

D,α
λ f (z) = ( – λ)�αf (z) + λz

(
�αf (z)

)′ :=Dα
λ f (z), α �= , , , . . . ;

D,α
λ f (z) = Dα

λ

(
D,α

λ f (z)
)
;

...

Dn,α
λ f (z) = Dα

λ

(
Dn–,α

λ f (z)
)
, n ∈N.

http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2012/1/213
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Using the power series expansion of f (z), we can write

Dn,α
λ f (z) = z +

∞∑
m=

m,n(α,λ)amzm, n ∈N,α �= , , , . . . , (.)

where

m,n(α,λ) =
[

�(m + )�( – α)
�(m +  – α)

(
 + λ(m – )

)]n

. (.)

Also, in terms of the convolution of an incomplete beta function, we may put (.) in the
following form:

Dn,α
λ f (z) =

[
ϕ(,  – α; z) ∗ gλ(z) ∗ · · · ∗ ϕ(,  – α; z) ∗ gλ(z)︸ ︷︷ ︸

n-times

] ∗ f (z), (.)

or equivalently, using a hypergeometric function

Dn,α
λ f (z) =

[
z F(, ,  – α; z) ∗ gλ(z) ∗ · · · ∗ z F(, ,  – α; z) ∗ gλ(z)︸ ︷︷ ︸

n-times

] ∗ f (z), (.)

where gλ(z) = z–(–λ)z
(–z) . Note that for n =  and λ = , gλ(z) reduces to the identity of a

convolution operation, and Dn,α
λ becomes the Owa-Srivastava operator (.).

In [], some subordination results have been derived for this fractional operator.

3 Concluding remarks
The operation of convolution and convolution operators are the topics of great interest for
researchers. Studying operators expressed in terms of convolution helps us explore their
geometrical properties. We observe that most of the convolution operators discussed in
this paper are hypergeometric operators. We also note that most of the operators dis-
cussed in this article are merely special cases of the Hohlov operator which is a special
case of the Dziok-Srivastava operator.
Many authors have used these operators on previously known classes of analytic and

univalent functions to produce new classes and to investigate several interesting prop-
erties of new classes. Also, taking inspiration from these operators, new operators were
defined on the classes of multivalent [, ], meromorphic [, ] and harmonic func-
tions [, ].
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